“Texomos

A Water based “100 % Herbal Mosquito Repellent Spray“

 This product is design for those who toiled for the whole day, should get good sleep at night.
 Now it is available on Amazon and other online sites.
 A 100 % water based Herbal Mosquito Repellent, a most effective spray, Non Toxic, Nonpolluting
and Non Hazards. Has a pleasant freshening smell.
 90% of Mosquitoes hide and breed daily in our own house only, Their best and ideal places of
breeding are located in, Nhani Traps ie. a cup shape, “Sealing water Traps”,(floor traps) located in
corners of Bath rooms, Toilets, and in flexible corrugated water pipes attached to basin, each
connected at one corner with an iron plate having holes, these are Dark , Warm, and Moist places,
most Safe to hide and breed for Mosquitoes, Cockroaches etc. so first spray in the night, two
strokes of “Multipurpose “Texomos. ”on each Nhani Trap (floor traps) and on Basin, and in two
days Mosquitoes will be under control.
 Spray Texomos in the evening on inside and outside of windows and doors, keeping them open,
between 5 to 6 pm. before Mosquitoes enter the house, (keep windows and doors open to run
mosquitoes out of house)Mosquitoes will NOT enter the house, for 2 to 3hours,even if doors and
windows are kept open after the spray.
 You can even use Spray in open air also before 15 to 30 minutes to control Mosquitoes for 1 to 4
hours in open Places, like,Lawns, Gardens, Factories, Hotels, Hospitals, Schools, Lectures etc
where, events like Birth days, Corporate Meetings, Gatherings, Musical Consorts, Dinner Parties
etc. are organized. For this purpose use our half liter spray bottle, which gives better and wide angle
spray or even you can use Nap sack spray, and enjoy events in open air also.
 No Spots on walls furniture etc. as it is not an oil spray, so evaporates slowly with no stains,
 Mainly repels Mosquitoes, and Flies and may Bed Bugs, Ants Wood Insects, Lizards.etc. Use
minimum spray like a room refresher.1 spray consumes 1 Ml
 Use it sparingly like Room Refreshanar.
 If you have allergy for smell do not use it and do not give to children.
 You can carry 100 ml. bottle in Traveling’ or can give as a Gift Pack.
 Half liter bottle will be enough almost for 2 months.
 Looking to the Results, Cost, Utility, and Multipurpose use and comfort it gives, you can decide to
purchase Texomos by comparing with other products on these multiple counts.

 For your information: Texomos Corporation is a subsidiary of Deval Group of Industries Pune, who

have Reputation for three generation in Industries, are Manufacturing Texomos, A
100% water based herbal Mosquito repellent ,in Pune, India,
•

It is in collaboration with D.P.Parkhe, Consultants-Innovations, Pune,and is
Adviser to Texomos Corporation.

 We are looking for Exporters, Importers and Ditibutors/Dealers,
 Please contact -Mobile- 919767173860 and - 919850826959 Pune , <dpparkhe@hotmail.com >

